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Minisat
A new way of thinking about irrigation

Minisat

Can you imagine having a standardised irrigation system 

based on the most modern communication systems, 

such as the Internet, mobile phone and radio?

As of today, this is a reality with the 

control unit for central irrigation 

created by Irritrol!

Based on a simple 

wireless 

connection 

concept, Minisat 

allows managing 

and controlling an 

entire irrigation 

system via a PC, 

whether across short 

distances using radio 

waves or long distances 

by means of a 

GPRS/GSM connection 

(Internet and mobile 

phone).

Features
● 4 station control, expandable up to 16 
● 8 independent programs 
● 4 starts per program
● 14 day calendar
● Permanent memory
● Manual start per program or per station
● Water budget from 5% to 250%
● Time or volume based irrigation control  
● Use and control of several different sensors
● Control unit installation directly in the wells 

(model IP68)
● Automatic calculation of the flow rate for each 

sector (one water totalizer and one water 
choke)

● Automatic calculation of the water budget with 
the ground humidity sensor.

 

Technical 
Specifications
●  Battery or mains powered (220 VAC) or with a 

solar panel (10W) 
● Power 0.24 W
● Option to use latching solenoids 
● Output for optical siren.

Applications
The Minisat control unit can be used in both 
agriculture and gardening for irrigation of vast 
green areas or small domestic gardens.
The radio connection allows integrating Minisat 
in an already functioning irrigation system to 
expand the area to be irrigated.
The battery or solar panel power supply allows 
installing Minisat also in areas where the mains 
outlet is far away, for example, a greenhouse.

Advantages
●  Versatility and ease of use
●  Easy and fast installation
●  Compact 
●   Possibility of working even where there 

is no power supply
●  Freedom to position the control units 

where you want
●  Vast coverage of areas to be irrigated
●  System control via "radio" connections 
●  Possibility of setting alarms in the event 

of malfunctioning.
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When the distance is more than 700 meters, you 
need to set the Minisat as repeater for another 
control unit positioned at a more distant point so 
as not to lose the radio connection. 

You can do this directly from your PC for a maxi-
mum of 5 control units provided that the area to 
be irrigated falls within the limit of 4 km.
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Operation 
via radio
When choosing a Minisat, you need to consider 
the radio frequency at which to connect the 
various control units. There are two types of 
Minisat: one operates at a frequency of 434 MHz 
and the other at 868 MHz.
In making your choice, you also need to consider 
the distance between the various Minisats:
- for distances from 500 mt to 3 km*, you need a 

Minisat operating at a frequency of 868 MHz;

- for distances from 700 mt to 4 km*, you need a 
Minisat operating at a frequency of 434 MHz.

*In this case, the Minisat Master must be configured as repeater

Using the Minisat software provided with the 
transmitter, you can configure the Minisats on 
your PC so that you can control them directly 
from your computer and get a full view of the 
condition of your system.
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Maximum distance:
- 700 mt (434 MHz)
- 500 mt (868 Mhz)

Distances
of more

than 700 mt

Maximum 5 Minisat 
Repeaters in 4 km

Maximum 700 mt 
between one Minisat 
and the next

  
   

  

 

Pc Software

Software Pc

Minisat Slave 1

Minisat Slave 1

Minisat Slave 1

Minisat Slave 2

Minisat Slave 2

Minisat Master 4

Minisat 
Master 3

Minisat 
Repeater 2

Minisat Master
Repeater 1

Minisat Slave 2Minisat Master

PC-USB transmitter

PC-USB transmitter   
  

   

 

 

Fig. 1 - Radio connection 
diagram with a distance from 
500 mt to 700 mt between PC 

and Minisat Master 

Fig. 2 - Radio connection diagram 
with a distance from 700 mt to 4 km 

between PC and Minisat Master 
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Operation 
via GPRS/GSM
Using an Internet connection (GPRS) and a GSM 
modem, you can have the PC and Minisat commu-
nicate with each other even if they are very far 
apart. 
You need to position a Minisat (with a built-in GSM 
modem) near other control units and via the 
software set up your computer for data reception 
through a specific public static IP address.  
A Minisat with GSM therefore acts only as sorting 
station for the data it “collects” from the Minisats 
connected to it and then “sends” to the PC via radio 
or GPRS channel. 
In addition, in circumstances where it is impossible 
to connect to your PC, you can use the GSM 
connection to get real-time information on your 
mobile phone. All you need to do is enter the 
phone number in the Minisat GSM and configure it 
on your PC via the software. 
Where an interface that allows controlling several 
sensors is incorporated in the Minisat GSM control 
unit, it is called a Weather Station, i.e. a data sorting 
station for both the Minisat and the sensors 
connected to it.  
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Fig. 3 - Minisat  and PC connection 
diagram via GPRS/GSM

  
 

  

  
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

Pc Software

Minisat Slave 1

Minisat Master 1

Minisat Slave 1
Minisat Master 4

Minisat Master
Repeater 2

GSM station

What's inside:

Minisat
Repeater 3

Minisat Slave 1

Minisat Slave 2

LAN (ADSL)
network connection

Minisat with 
2 antennas 

(1 Radio and 1 GSM)

GSM modem

No distance limits

Maximum 
distance 

of 700 mt 

Radio
connection

GPRS/GSM
connection

You can get a complete picture of 
your land conditions and the real 

atmospheric conditions so that you 
can make the necessary 

modifications, or change the 
irrigation times, or solve a problem 
the moment it occurs thanks to the 

alert messages you receive.

Sensors
The Minisat may have two types of flow meters 
directly connected to it:
1. TTL optoelectronic counter 
2. Reed mechanical counter 

The following sensors can be connected directly 
to the control unit, but not at the same time:
- Rain sensor
- Ground humidity sensor (for agricultural and 

residential use) 
- Wind speed measurement sensor

The following sensors need to be connected to a 
Weather Station in order to function:
- Temperature measurement sensor
- Air humidity sensor 
- Solar radiation sensor
-  Pluviometer 

You can hence use the software to control these 
sensors and set limit values for each one of them. 
When these limits are exceeded, you will be 
notified via SMS on your mobile phone if GSM is 
active, or via your PC if GPRS is active.

In order to avoid a clutter of cables to 
connect the various sensors to each 
Minisat, it is more practical and faster 
to connect all the sensors to one 
Weather Station so that you have only 
one data reading point.  The Weather 
Station also has a solar panel that 
guarantees the energy supply 
necessary for functioning of the entire 
system in any circumstances.

Direct connections 
to Minisat*

 

 

 

Pc Software
PC-USB

transmitter 

Wind sensor

Residential 
use/golf coursesPower supply

12V
power supply

Ground
humidity

sensor

Solar panel

Battery Agricultural use

Rain sensor

Solenoid valveReed counter

TTL counter

upppplyy

W
w

*These sensors cannot  all be connected to Minisat  at the same time 

Code
Minisat controller 4 st. IP68 (battery operated); radio frequency 434 Mhz

Minisat controller 4 st. IP68 (battery operated); radio frequency 868 Mhz

IP68 battery for Minisat

Minisat controller 4 st. with solar panel

Minisat controller 4 st. with power supply; radio frequency 434 Mhz

Minisat controller 4 st. with power supply; radio frequency 868 Mhz

Minisat central unit with solar panel and GSM module

Wired slave 8 st for Minisat

Wired slave 4 st for Minisat

Wind sensor for Minisat

Temperature sensor for Minisat

Pluviometer for Minisat

Ground humidity sensor for Minisat

Radio transmitter and software for Minisat

IT-MINISAT434

IT-MINISAT868

IT-MINISAT-BAT

IT-MINISAT-SP

IT-MINISAT-220-434

IT-MINISAT-220-868

IT-MINISAT-GSM

IT-MINISAT-SLAVE8

IT-MINISAT-SLAVE4

IT-MINISAT-WIND

IT-MINISAT-TEMP-AH

IT-MINISAT-PLUV

IT-MINISAT-GH

IT-MINISAT-TRSW


